
NOVEMBER HIGHLIGHT:

BONFIRE NIGHT AND AFTER-HALLOWEEN PARTY

We want to thank all Foxhill families and friends for the fun-

filled afternoon!

A special thank you to Rainhard and

Christian for their much-appreciated

effort in the preparation of and during

the event!
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Trip to Bäcker Ruetz

Pre-schoolers turned into little chefs

when they went on a trip to Bäcker

Ruetz. Guided by the professional

bakers, they rolled and cut out biscuits.   

The children did not only get to try

their freshly baked biscuits but were

sent home with a bag full of them. 

To finish off the trip the children

enjoyed the sunshine while playing at

the fantastic playground close to the

bakery. 

We are looking forward to learning

about a different topic next year!

PRE-SCHOOL

ODD SOCKS DAY

What a joy it was to celebrate Odd Socks

Day - we laughed about the mismatched

combinations of socks we found in our

classroom that day but also proudly

presented our socks to each other. Most

importantly, Odd Socks Day invited us

to see the magic in individuality! 

O
DD SOCKS DAY
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PRIMARY SCHOOL

In November we started thinking

about Christmas….

We all worked together to put

together an advent calendar,

which involved a lot of paint! We

hope you will agree that it looks

very fine indeed!

We also made our own snowglobe

pictures, which will soon tell a

story…

In non-Christmassy

news, the children had

great fun learning

about the internal

organs of the body and

where to place them.
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SECONDARY SCHOOL

The secondary school pupils love their cooking lessons.

This month they made their own pasta. 

Last but not least, we performed My Cat likes to Hide in Boxes twice for

parents and other children in the school. Despite the challenge of missing

children and changing roles, we think everyone had fun.
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The Afterschool Club (AFC) at Foxhill

provides a positive and structured

environment for children to develop new

skills and pursue their creative interests. This

experience helps them discover and nurture

their talents outside the traditional classroom

setting.

The children at the Afterschool Club have

been quite busy over the past few months.

The students have engaged in various

creative activities, such as crafting collages

from natural materials, stone painting, and

most recently, creating their own

"bookmarkers" from paper using watercolors

and stamps. In November, the children also

began making their own "anti-stress slime" in

various colors, which proved to be a

particularly enjoyable activity for them.

AFTER SCHOOL CLUB

As the Afterschool Club prepares for the upcoming Christmas

season, the children will be working on crafting their own

Christmas ornaments using white modeling clay. They are

eagerly anticipating the opportunity to create personalised

decorations for the Christmas tree!
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Sign up for the

Winter Foxclub

2.01. - 5.01.2024

Our Halloween Foxclub brought together children from Foxhill and

neighboring villages for three days of spooky excitement! From

creative costumes to Arts and Crafts, we shared laughter and

celebrated Halloween in style.

HALLOWEEN FOXCLUB

Start into the new year with

Natalie and Anna at the

Winter Foxclub!

Our holiday programme is in

full swing, featuring lots of

joyous activities for all ages.


